SIGN UP TO THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT MAILING LISTS TO RECEIVE IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR STUDIES IN THE DEPARTMENT:

BA STUDENTS: https://listes.unige.ch/sympa/sigrequest/angle-ba
Click on “abonnement” on the left-hand menu and follow the steps to sign up.

MA STUDENTS: https://listes.unige.ch/sympa/sigrequest/angle-ma
Click on “abonnement” on the left-hand menu and follow the steps to sign up.

PHD STUDENTS: https://listes.unige.ch/sympa/sigrequest/angle-phd
Click on “abonnement” on the left-hand menu and follow the steps to sign up.

IF YOU WISH TO UNSUBSCRIBE FROM A MAILING LIST (WHEN YOU LEAVE THE DEPARTMENT OR WHEN SWITCHING FROM THE BA TO THE MA MAILING LIST) YOU CAN DO SO VIA THE FOLLOWING LINKS:

BA STUDENTS: https://listes.unige.ch/sympa/subscribe/angle-ba
Click on “désabonnement” on the left-hand menu and follow the steps to unsubscribe.

MA STUDENTS: https://listes.unige.ch/sympa/subscribe/angle-ma
Click on “désabonnement” on the left-hand menu and follow the steps to unsubscribe.

PHD STUDENTS: https://listes.unige.ch/sympa/subscribe/angle-phd
Click on “désabonnement” on the left-hand menu and follow the steps to unsubscribe.